Structural and functional diversities of a family of signal transducing protein kinases, protein kinase C family; two distinct classes of PKC, conventional cPKC and novel nPKC.
Recent molecular cloning and biochemical experiments on the nature of protein kinase C (PKC) have revealed the existence of two distinct classes of phorbol ester (and diacylglycerol) receptor/protein kinase, conventional PKC (cPKC) and novel PKC (nPKC). Each of these classes contains multiple related molecules expressed in tissues and cells in a type-specific manner. Although nPKC does not show the typical PKC activity ascribable to conventional PKCs and thus was neglected in earlier studies, several lines of evidence suggest that nPKCs are involved in a variety of cell responses to physiological stimuli and phorbol esters. It is possible that in some cases nPKC is the major mediator of the so-called PKC-activators, such as phorbol esters, mezerein, and bryostatins. In addition to the clear difference between cPKC and nPKC, functional diversity among conventional PKCs has also been demonstrated; PKC gamma differs in its competence to mediate the signal toward transcriptional activation through TPA-responsive cis-acting elements from cPKC alpha and nPKC epsilon. The differences between cPKC and nPKC and among the individual members of each of these two classes, and their specific pattern of distribution in tissues and cells, provide a rationale by which to explain the specificity and diversity of cellular responses to external stimuli generating DAG and to phorbol esters. The results presented here also provide a means to dissect the complex signaling pathway in cells and to analyze the molecular basis underlying the signal transduction processes mediated by this family of protein kinases.